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Chapter 3

Enhanced neural responsivity to risk in

obsessive-compulsive disorder

Judy Luigjes, Martijn Figee, Philippe Tobler, Wim van den Brink,
Bart de Kwaasteniet, Guido van Wingen and Damiaan Denys

Submitted

Since patients with OCD extensively wash, clean or check, a common sense 

believe is that they are typically more risk averse than healthy controls. 

However, only a few studies have investigated risk aversion in OCD, allegedly 

reporting conflicting results. One possible explanation for the mixed findings 

may be that different OCD symptoms relate differentially to risk aversion. We 

measured risk attitude in OCD patients with different symptoms and compared 

how risk attitude modulates brain activation during the processing of risk in 

patients versus controls. Overall, OCD patients were not more risk averse than 

healthy controls. Yet, in line with symptom-specificity, patients with doubt and 

checking symptoms were more risk averse than patients with other symptoms.  

Moreover, the neuroimaging results revealed a striking opposing role for the 

insula in risk perception: risk-related activity in the insula was higher in risk 

averse patients, whereas it was higher in risk seeking controls. Thus, these 

results suggest that the insula signals value in healthy controls but signals risk 

in patients with OCD.
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Introduction
Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is characterized by repetitive intrusive 

thoughts or images (obsessions) and compulsive behaviours such as checking, 

counting or cleaning. Clinical observations and stereotypical portraits of the 

disorder in the media have led to the common-sense belief that patients have 

an abnormal risk assessment: they perceive more risk or are more averse to risk 

and therefore develop compulsions to prevent or avoid it. The common-sense 

belief is in agreement with the finding that similar brain regions are involved in 

risk processing as those implicated in OCD: striatum, insula, prefrontal cortex 

and cingulate cortex [for OCD e.g., (chapter 2; Figee et al., 2011; Stern et al., 

2011; Cocchi et al., 2012; Remijnse et al., 2013; Jung et al., 2011) and for risk 

processing e.g. (Preuschoff et al., 2006 and 2008; Christopoulos et al., 2009; 

Tobler et al., 2009; D’ Acremont et al., 2008). However, very little research has 

actually investigated the role of risk attitude and its neural correlates in OCD 

and studies that did, showed contrasting results: Patients were either more 

averse to risk and showed increased amygdala activation after having made a 

risky choice (Admon et al., 2012) or they showed no difference in the proportion 

of risky choices compared to healthy controls (Starcke et al., 2010). Additionally, 

OCD is a heterogeneous disorder and it has been suggested that abnormal (i.e. 

heightened) risk assessment may be more associated with a specific subtype of 

OCD characterized by worry about harm and checking compulsions (Rasmus-

sen et al., 2002). Therefore it would be of interest to investigate the role of risk 

attitude with respect to specific symptom dimensions and its influence on 

neural correlates of risk processing in OCD. In the present study we do this 

by using neuroimaging in a monetary paradigm with a precisely quantified 

definition of risk.

Methods

Participants
18 OCD patients were recruited at the Psychiatric Department of the Academic 

Medical Centre Amsterdam and 16 control participants were recruited from 

the community. The diagnosis of OCD was established by a psychiatrist and 

confirmed by the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (Sheenan et 
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al., 1998; van Vliet et al., 2007) according to DSM-IV criteria. OCD symptoms 

and severity were assessed using the Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale 

and symptom checklist (Y-BOCS, Y-BOCS-SC, Goodman et al., 1989 I and II). 

On the basis of the Y-BOCS-SC patients’ symptoms were categorised as one 

of five dimensions: (i) hoarding, (ii) contamination/cleaning, (iii) symmetry/

ordering, (iv) unacceptable/taboo thoughts (v) doubt/checking (Brakoulias 

et al., 2013): Three patients had symptoms mainly in the unacceptable/taboo 

dimension, three in contamination/cleaning, three in symmetry/ordering and 

nine in doubt/checking dimension. Ten patients were treated with serotonin 

reuptake inhibitors, one with tricyclic antidepressants (clomipramine) and 7 

patients were unmedicated (table 1). Patients were excluded from the study 

if they had a history of psychosis, bipolar disorder, developmental disorders, 

traumatic brain injury or substance dependence. Control participants were 

all unmedicated, healthy participants without a history of OCD or any other 

psychiatric disorder. The presence of anxiety and depression symptoms was 

assessed with the Hamilton Ratings Scales for Anxiety [HAM-A (Hamilton, 

1959)] and Depression [HAM-D (Hamilton, 1960)]. Pre-morbid intellectual 

functioning (IF) was estimated using the Dutch version of the National Adult 

Reading Test [DART (Schmand et al., 1991)]. The local ethical review board 

approved the study and participants provided written informed consent. Table 

1 shows demographic and clinical data. The patient group did not differ from 

the control group with regard to age, IF or gender (see table 2). Patients showed 

significantly more depression, anxiety and obsessive-compulsive symptoms 

compared to controls.  
  

Patients  (n=18)   Controls  (n=16)   Difference    

          Mean   Range   Mean   Range   P-‐value  

Age  (y)   34  (6.8)   23-‐54   36  (9.4)   22-‐58   0.599  

Gender  (M:F)   6:12      4:12      0.595  

Pre-‐morbid  IF       107  (5.4)   98-‐118   109  (4.9)   100-‐116   0.212  

HAM-‐A   11.17   0-‐26   0.44   0-‐2   0.000  

HAM-‐D   9.06   0-‐24   0.69   0-‐3   0.000  

YBOCS   23.89   12-‐33   0   0   0.000  

 
Table 1: demographic and clinical characteristics

Risk processing in OCD
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Risk decision-making paradigm
The task is a newly adapted version of a paradigm used previously (Christo-

poulos et al., 2009; Tobler et al., 2009), which probes monetary risk processing 

in both choice and non-choice situations. In this task risk is defined as the 

variance between possible outcomes following the mean-variance approach. 

In each trial participants were presented with two monetary amounts on the 

left side of the fixation cross and two on the right side and were instructed to 

choose one side by button press within five seconds (figure 1). They had a 50% 

chance to win either amount on that side. When for example, 100 and 20 was 

shown on the left side and 40 and 80 on the right, choosing the left side would 

lead to a 50% chance of winning 100 and a 50% chance of winning 20. The high 

risk option was defined as 66% gain or loss relative to the expected value (EV) 

whereas the low risk option consisted of a 33% gain or loss relative to the EV. 

The options on each side either had an EV of 30 (low) (i.e. choice between 20 

and 40 or 10 and 50) or 60 (high) (i.e. choice between 40 and 80 or 20 and 100). 

We included no-choice situations to make sure all participants were exposed 

to high and low risk: In no-choice situations the options on both sides were 

exactly the same such that participants were forced to expose themselves to the 

presented risk by selecting one of the two options (i.e. on each side 10 and 50 

or 100 and 20 for high risk and 20 and 40 or 40 and 80 for low risk). In contrast, 

in choice situations participants could avoid exposure to specific risk levels. 

Indeed, in the present sample ten participants consistently chose only high risk 

or only low risk options, which made it impossible to compare their high versus 

low risk trials dependent on choice. Accordingly, we used presented level of 

risk as main independent variable of interest. To control for the possibility of 

outcome related activation contaminating risk-related activation we did not 

show the outcomes of each choice. The participants were informed that at the 

end of the experiment, one trial would be chosen randomly and played out to 

determine their payoff in euro.
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Figure 1: Scanner task: After fixation cross participants are presented with 

choice options and choose left or right side representing either safe or risky 

gamble. After 5 seconds choice of participants are presented by red square 

around chosen gamble. Example of trials: (A) choice trial, participant chooses 

low risk gamble (B) choice trial, participant chooses high risk gamble and (C) 

no-choice trial, participant ‘chooses’ high risk gamble. (D) no-choice trial, 

participant ‘chooses’ low risk gamble.

Measuring risk attitude
Individuals differ in their behaviour dependent on their risk attitude: with 

similar expected value a risk-averse individual will prefer lower risk, for example 

because they overweigh the worst outcome while risk seeking individuals prefer 

options with higher risk and may overweigh the best outcome (Christopoulos 

et al., 2009). To determine risk attitude, each participant performed a computer 

task before scanning. Participants were presented with a risky option (two 

amounts with equal probability) and a safe option (one amount) that they had 

to choose from. Across trials, the amount of the safe option varied according to 

a staircase method (parameter estimates by sequential testing; PEST) (Chris-

topoulos et al., 2009). For each of the three risky options (i.e., 40 and 60; 10 and 

90), the safe amount for which participants were indifferent between the risky 

option and the safe amount corresponded to the certainty equivalent (CE). The 

ch 3
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EV minus the CE is the risk premium: this is the amount an individual sacri-

fices for safety when positive, or the amount the individual is willing to pay for 

risk when negative (e.g., if for a risky option with a 50/50% chance of 60 and 40 

(EV = 50) an individuals CE is 45, then the risk premium is 5 (i.e. the individual 

is willing to give up 5 for safety). With increasing variance of the gamble, the 

risk increases and a risk-sensitive person might adapt their CE to the increased 

risk. Risk aversion is the difference between the high-risk premium minus the 

low-risk premium and reflects how much the individual is influenced by risk 

(e.g., if, with a high-risk gamble of 90 and 10, the CE decreases to 30 and the risk 

premium becomes 20, whereas the low-risk premium was 5, then risk aversion 

is 20 - 5 = 15). A risk aversion of 0 is called risk neutral, above 0 risk-averse, 

below 0 risk seeking. Due to a hardware problem the data of three controls and 

one patient were lost.

Acquisition of images and preprocessing
Magnetic Resonance Imaging data were obtained using a 3.0 T Intera MRI 

scanner (Phillips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) equipped with a SENSE 

eight-channel receiver head coil. A spin echo-planar (EPI) sequence sensitive to 

blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (TR/TE=2300ms/25ms, 

matrix size 96x96, voxel size 2.29x2.29x3 mm, 40 slices, no gap) was used to 

acquire approximately 146 images and a high resolution structural scan was 

used for anatomical reference with EPI data. 

     Imaging data were analysed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; 

Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). Functional images of 

each subject were corrected for differences in slice timing, realigned, coreg-

istered with the structural scan and segmented for normalization to an MNI 

template. To account for low-frequency signal drift a high-pass filter (1/128 Hz) 

was applied and temporal autocorrelation was modelled as an AR(1) process. 

Finally images were smoothed using an 8 mm full width at half maximum 

Gaussian kernel.
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Data analysis

Behaviour
Demographical data and behavioural performance inside and outside the 

scanner were analyzed using SPSS 19. Group differences in IF and age were 

analysed using independent sample t-test, and gender was analysed using a 

chi-squared test. The significance level was set to p<0.05. After confirming 

with the Shapiro-Wilk test that risk aversion and risk premium were normally 

distributed in both groups, between group differences were analysed with an 

independent sample t-test.

         Reaction time was analysed with a mixed model ANOVA using risk level 

(high vs. low) as a between-participant variable. The overall reaction time and 

percentage of risky choices were compared between groups with an independ-

ent sample t-test. Within the patient group a chi-square test was used to test 

for differences in symptom dimension between risk averse and risk seeking 

patients.

Neuroimaging
At the first level, the onset of option presentation was modelled with a stick 

function. Choice (choice>non-choice) and risk level (high>low) were modelled 

as parametric modulators. The six realignment parameters were included to 

account for head movement. Subject contrasts were obtained for each paramet-

ric modulation, which were entered into two (choice, risk) second level random 

effects analyses using an independent sample t-test to investigate group differ-

ences for each condition.

        Statistical tests were corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole 

brain or the regions of interest using small volume correction (Worseley et al., 

1996) at the cluster level (p<0.05) using an initial height threshold of p<0.01, 

uncorrected.  A threshold of p<0.005 was used in the figures. The left side of the 

brain is shown on the right side of the figures.

ch 3
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Results

Behavioural: risk attitude and performance inside scanner in patients 
versus controls
No significant difference was found between OCD patients and healthy 

controls for risk aversion or average risk premium (i.e., difference between their 

average CE and EV; table 2). Next we looked at individual differences in both 

groups. Within the control group 3 individuals were risk seeking, 3 risk neutral, 

7 risk-averse. Within the patient group 10 were risk seeking, 0 risk neutral, 7 

risk-averse which differed significantly from the control group (0.042) indicat-

ing that healthy controls are more equally distributed over the three groups 

than patients. The highest level of risk seeking was -15 in patients and -18 in 

controls (i.e., decrease in risk premium with increased risk: 30% and 36% of EV 

respectively) while the highest level of risk aversion was 20 for patients and 24 

for controls (i.e., increase in risk premium with increased risk; 40% and 48% of 

EV respectively). Thus, there was considerable variance in risk attitude in both 

groups with both participant groups covering a wide range of risk attitudes. 

No group differences were found in the percentage of risky choices or the 

average reaction time inside the scanner. However, significant differences in 

reaction times were found between high risk versus low risk (faster for high 

risk). Again, no group differences or interaction effects (group x condition) 

were observed (table 2). 
  

RT:  reaction  time  *significant  (p<0.05)  
 

Patients  (n=18)   Controls  (n=16)   Difference    

Mean  (SD)   Range   Mean    (SD)   Range   P-‐value  

  
Risk  premium  (average)  

        
  -‐1.08  (4.74)  

  
-‐12  to  9  

  
1.15  (5.7)  

  
-‐9.6  to  7  

  
0.25  

  
Risk  aversion  (high-‐low  
premium)  

      -‐0.59  (9.4)   -‐15  to  20           3.46  (12.6)   -‐18  to  24   0.32  

  
Risky  choices  (%)  

  
35.73  (32.45)  

  
0  -‐  100  

  
22.36  (28.89)  

  
0  –  100  

  
0.21  

  
Reaction  time  all  (s)  

  
1.667  (0.26)  

  
1.34  –  2.26  

  
1.57  (0.28)  

  
0.11  –  0.21  

  
0.31  

  
RT  Risk  *  Group  
RT  Risk  
Group:  RT  high  risk  (s)  
Group:  RT  low  risk  (s)  
  

  
  

1.625  (0.23)  
1.690  (0.29)  

  
  

1.26  –  2.09  
1.33  –  2.41  

  
  

1.54  (0.24)  
1.58  (0.30)  

  
  

1.16  –  1.96  
1.11  –  2.15  

0.68  
0.04*  
0.29  
0.29  

Table 2: Behavioral results outside scanner and inside scanner.
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Pt  
nr  

Gender   Y-‐BOCS   HAMA   HAMD   Age  
onset  

Duration  
(y)  

Medication   Risk  
aversion  

Symptom  dimension  

1   M   17   13   12   16   18   SSRI   -‐15   Unacceptable/taboo  thoughts  

2   M   26   17   10   23   31   SSRI   -‐9   Contamination/cleaning  

3   V   33   24   24   8   20   SSRI   -‐9   Unacceptable/taboo  thoughts  

4   V   21   12   2   18   12   none   -‐7   Symmetry  /ordering  

5   V   30   15   16   ?      SSRI   -‐7   Contamination/cleaning  

6   V   30   9   9   29   5   SSRI   -‐7   Symmetry  /ordering  

7   V   20   15   6   18   5   none   -‐6   Contamination/cleaning  

8   M   29   1   2   15   26   SSRI   -‐5   Doubt/checking  

9   M   12   8   5   17   15   SSRI   -‐3   Unacceptable/taboo  thoughts  

10   V   26   4   6   20   16   None   -‐1   Doubt/checking  

11   M   16   8   4   15   22   None   1   Doubt/checking  

12   V   18   1   2   5   24   None   2   Doubt/checking  

13   M   32   16   15   12   17   None   3   Doubt/checking  

14   V   24   26   22   10   18   SSRI   6   Doubt/checking  

15   V   19   15   11   25   11   SSRI   12   Doubt/checking  

16   V   20   0   2   12   22   None   15   Doubt/checking  

17   V   26   17   15   20   10   SSRI   20   Doubt/checking  

18   V   31   0   0   32   2   TCA   N/A   Symmetry  /ordering  

Risk attitude and clinical data in patient group
All risk averse patients were categorised in the doubt/checking symptom 

dimension, while of the risk seeking patients three were in the unacceptable/

taboo thoughts dimension, two in the symmetry/ordering dimension, three in 

the contamination/cleaning dimension and two in the doubt/checking dimen-

sion (table 3). Note that the two risk-seeking patients with doubt/checking 

symptoms were close to risk-neutral. Accordingly, risk averse and risk seeking 

patients showed a significant difference in symptom dimension (p=0.014). On 

average, patients with doubt/checking symptoms were significantly more risk 

averse than patients with other symptoms (p=0.001). 

      We found no differences in risk-aversion or percentage of risky choices 

in the scanner between medicated and unmedicated OCD patients using an 

independent sample t-test (risk aversion, mean (SD) of medicated patients: -1.3 

(10.4); unmedicated patients: 0.7 (7.9), p=0.70; risky choices, medicated patients: 

39.4% (37.9), unmedicated patients; 28.3% (18.1), p=0.41) after confirming 

normal distribution with the Shapiro-Wilk test. No correlations were found 

between risk aversion or risky choices in the scanner with the symptom scales 

(Y-BOCS, HAM-A, HAM-D) or illness duration (r<.028 p>0.26). 

Table 3:  Clinical data OCD patients

ch 3
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Neural correlates of risk processing
We examined neural processing of risk while participants were exposed to 

high versus low risk in both choice and no-choice trials combined. No main 

effects and no significant group differences were found when we compared 

brain activation induced by high versus low risk. The lack of differences in 

risk processing (e.g., high versus low risk) could be due to the large individual 

differences in risk aversion within both groups. We therefore incorporated risk 

aversion into the analysis. To assess whether risk aversion influences brain 

activation during the processing of high versus low risk we conducted a linear 

regression. First we identified regions in which risk (i.e. the high risk > low risk 

contrast) varied linearly with risk aversion in both groups and subsequently we 

tested which brain areas showed differential correlations between risk-related 

activity and risk aversion between groups. Differences in age, depression and 

anxiety scores (HAM-A and HAM-D) were accounted for by including them as 

covariates of no interest in all these models.

  No significant correlations were found between risk aversion and brain 

activation for the whole group. Comparison between groups however revealed 

that patients showed a stronger correlation between risk aversion and brain 

activation (high risk > low risk) than the control group in the insula as well as 

the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the pre- and postcentral gyrus (figure 
2A and table 4). Post-hoc testing within groups showed a positive correlation 

between insula activity during risk processing and risk aversion in patients 

whereas controls showed a negative correlation between risk aversion and 

activation of this region (Table 5 and figure 3). Patients also showed a positive 

correlation between risk aversion and activity in the DLPFC region (table 5 
and figure 4). No significantly stronger correlations were found for the controls 

compared to patients. These results imply that patients and controls show an 

opposite pattern of insula recruitment during risk processing: risk aversion in 

patients is correlated with higher insula activity while in controls risk seeking 

is correlated with activity in the insula. 
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Table 4: Results of regression analysis of brain activation in the high risk > low risk contrast 

against risk aversion. 

 
Test   Direction  

correlation  
Region   Side   Cluster  level    

P  value  (FWE)  
Cluster  

size  
MNI  

        X  
  
    Y  

  
    Z  

Insula   R   0.000   614   38   -‐4   2  

DLPFC   L   0.003   386   -‐34   26   26  

Group  
comparison  

Patients  >  
Controls  

Precentral  
gyrus  

L   0.003   392   -‐52   -‐8   44  

R  right,  L  left,  DLPFC  dorsolateral  prefrontal  cortex  
 

A

Figure 2

B

Figure 2  (A) Stronger correlation between risk aversion and brain activation in high risk > low 

risk contrast for in OCD patients compared to in healthy participants in the insula, dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex, precentral to postcentral gyrus. (B) Patients show a positive correlation between 

insula activation in risk processing and risk aversion (green) while controls show a negative corre-

lation (blue), the red cluster reveals the comparison between groups.

 
Test   Direction  

correlation  
Region   Side   Cluster  level  

P  value  (FWE)  
Cluster  

size  
MNI  
X  

  
Y  

  
Z  

controls   negative   insula   R   0.009   216   36   -‐12   0  

insula   R   0.021   258   46   -‐6   -‐2  patients   positive  

DLPFC   L   0.060   208   -‐34   26   30  

R  right,  L  left,  DLPFC  dorsolateral  prefrontal  cortex.  
 

Table 5: Regression analysis of brain activation in the high risk > low risk contrast against risk 

aversion for patients and controls separately. 

ch 3
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Figure 4: Trend to positive correlation for patients between dorsolateral prefrontal activation and

risk aversion

Discussion
Overall, patients with OCD are not more risk aversive than healthy controls, but 

in line with our hypothesis, the subgroup of OCD patients with mainly doubt/

checking symptoms was significantly more risk averse than the subgroup of 

OCD patients with other symptoms. In addition, compared to healthy controls, 

Figure 3: Positive correlation for (A) patients and negative correlation for (B) controls between 

insula activation and risk aversion

Insula activity 

Risk aversion >

A

Figure 3

Insula activity 

Risk aversion >

B

DLPFC activity

Risk aversion 

→

→

→
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OCD patients showed an opposite correlation between risk aversion and insula 

activity during risk processing: in patients insula activity positively correlated 

with risk aversion, whereas in healthy controls insula activity was negative 

correlated with risk aversion. 

 In our study patients ranged widely between risk seeking and risk 

aversion. Interestingly however, all risk-aversive patients showed symptoms in 

the doubt and checking dimension while the risk-seeking patients displayed 

more variation (contamination, ordering/symmetry, unacceptable/taboo 

thoughts and doubt/checking) in symptom dimensions. Thus, our findings 

indicate that risk aversion may play a role in a specific subset of the popula-

tion that is characterized by doubt and checking compulsions and challenge 

the view that risk aversion is a core feature of all OCD patients. This group 

of patients report obsessions about causing unintentional harm to others, fear 

that something terrible might happen, indecisiveness and checking compul-

sions. The finding that risk aversion may contribute to only a specific subtype 

of OCD suggests that for this group addressing abnormal risk-assessment in 

cognitive behavioural therapy may be most helpful. In this group risk aversion 

may lead to avoidance strategies that in turn may contribute to the maintenance 

of anxiety underlying OCD pathology (Maner et al., 2006). 

 Patients showed stronger activation in the right insula to high versus 

low risk with increasing risk aversion whereas controls showed stronger 

activation in the same region with increasing risk seeking (i.e. decreasing risk 

aversion). Parts of the insula have been associated with the urge for risk taking 

in healthy controls (Xue et al., 2010) and in non-human species (Ishii et al., 

2012), which is in line with our finding that activation in this region is associ-

ated with risk seeking in healthy controls. Our dissociation between patients 

and controls may suggest that at least some parts of the insula assume a differ-

ential role in the two groups: for healthy controls this subregion signals value 

but for OCD patients it seems to signal perceived risk. Nevertheless in both of 

these functions the insula may be important to integrate bodily interoceptive 

signals with awareness to choose appropriate actions in the face of high risk. 

The insula may play such a role (Xue et al., 2010; Maner et al., 2006) in an 

individually adjusted manner (Kuhnen et al., 2005; Paulus et al., 2003).

 A potential limitation of our study was the limited number of trials per 

ch 3
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condition, making it impossible to investigate interactions between risk and 

choice. Additionally, in the paradigm used in this study risk was related to the 

variance of money that could be earned while there was no risk of losing money. 

Therefore risk aversion was not based on loss prevention but on a preference 

for more certainty in gain. In pure gain contexts risk aversion could result from 

perceiving the lowest possible outcome as extremely small or from perceiving 

more variance. OCD patients may have different neural responses during loss 

versus reward anticipation (Choi et al., 2012) and including losses could have 

affected risky choices in OCD irrespective of symptoms. However, a previous 

study (Gillan et al., 2013) using both gains and losses nevertheless confirmed 

our result that risk may not alter decision making in OCD. Furthermore, the 

range between risk seeking and risk aversion was higher in both the OCD and 

healthy control group than expected based on a previous study using a similar 

task (Christopoulos et al., 2009). However the mean risk aversion of the healthy 

participants did not differ substantially from those in this study [i.e., 7% of EV in 

our study compared to 9% of EV in the previous study]. This increased variance 

in risk attitude may be due to the heterogeneity of our group in terms of age 

and IF compared to the group of college students used in the previous study. 

Another potential limitation is the fact that 10 patients were using serotonin-

reuptake inhibitors (SRIs) and one patient was using an tricyclic antidepres-

sant while 7 other patients were unmedicated. Serotonin neurotransmission 

is correlated with successful withholding of responses, whereas low serotonin 

promotes early responding (Cools et al., 2008). Nevertheless, in our study SRI 

use did not explain the risk profiles of patients since no differences in risk-

aversion or propensity for risky choice were found between medicated and 

non-medicated OCD patients. 

 In sum, OCD patients with mainly doubt/checking symptoms were 

more risk averse than other patients. The elevated insula activation during 

risk processing suggests that for risk-averse OCD patients the insula might be 

involved in an increased perception of risk which may contribute to precaution-

ary compulsions in this group.  


